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The Exercise 

Length:  400-500 words (no more) 

Consider this paragraph from Leonard Michaels’ “Viva La Tropicana”: 

  

Rationale 

I like this exercise for beginning fiction writers. It helps them to 

zero in on a moment without having to worry about "where it's 

going." Provides an entry point into a story but also allows the 

student to imagine a larger world beyond that entry point.   
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The first time I heard mambo, I was in a Chevy Bel Aire, driving from 

Manhattan to Brooklyn with Zev’s son, my cousin Chester. We’d just 

graduated from high school and were going to a party. To save me the 

subway ride, Chester came to pick me up. He wore alligator shoes, like 

Zev’s dancing shoes, and a chain bracelet of heavy silver, with a name 

tag, on his left wrist. It was a high school fashion, like penny loafers and 

bobby socks. Chester had spent time in Cuba, but mainly he lived with his 

mother in Brooklyn and hardly ever saw his father. Uncle Zev, I believe, 

didn’t love Chester too much, or not enough. This accounted for an 

eccentric showy element in his personality, which distinguished him in high 

school as a charming ass, irresponsible to girls, obnoxious to boys. As we 

drove, he flicked on the radio. The DJ, Symphony Sid, began talking to us, 

his voice full of knowing, in the manner of New York. He said we could 

catch Tito Puente this Wednesday at the Palladium, home of Latin music, 

53rd and Broadway. Then Symphony Sid played a tune by Puente called 

“Ran Kan Kan.” 

  

Write a fictional scene which starts as follows: 

The first time I (or NAME) heard SPECIFIC SONG 

TITLE by SPECIFIC ARTIST (or GROUP or COMPOSER), I (or NAME) 

was DOWN (or UP or OVER, etc.) at PLACE and WE (or THEY) were 

doing ACTION. 

  

The object here is to begin a story simply and specifically, creating a world for 

the reader, rich with detail and evidence, full of threads that might lead 

somewhere:  objects and gestures, sights and sounds, that beg to tell their 

stories. 
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